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Fast, Safe, Free and Scalable The technical backbone of VDraw consists of a highly optimized plugin architecture, which allows
us to create powerful professional features without taking much CPU and memory resources. The engine is much faster than
traditional editors and is able to handle large files in reasonable amounts of memory. Import & Export By importing SVG files
we ensure that you will always have access to the latest features. You also have the possibility to export a drawing to PDF, PNG,
EMF, BMP, or JPEG in order to print and edit it. You may also export to SVG format. Editing The application supports a wide
range of editing features such as undo/redo, cut/copy/paste, re-order items, and much more. Smart Tools Many smart tools are
included within VDraw, including image enhancement tools for adjusting the color, contrast, saturation and other parameters.
Format Support The application allows you to import pictures, videos and various other formats. You can also export to almost
all file types including PDF, SVG, PNG, EMF, BMP, JPEG and more. Various Data Storage It is a major advantage for us to
provide highly developed features in a free, open source, cross-platform application. VDraw stores data in a local database file,
as well as saves a copy to the clipboard and the RAM. Features: Free Fast Small size High performance Cross-platform SVG
support Customizable Highly optimized architecture High resolution image import and export A comprehensive range of smart
tools for image enhancement A highly customizable user interface Advanced functions for working with data (import, export,
file formats support) VDraw's User Interface Drawing Background The application's workspace may look a bit crowded at first
look. The main canvas displays a large set of options for working with various drawing objects. User Interface Creating a
Drawing You may arrange items in any order by dragging and dropping them to the canvas. Place your objects using the tools
available in the toolbar or by using the context menu. A new document is created automatically when you start drawing. The
drawing size and aspect ratio are determined based on the size of the image you import. Image import The program features a
sophisticated image importing module. A wide variety of image file
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VDraw is a graphic editor designed specifically for helping you create brochures, product covers, business presentations and
other similar projects using a set of vector drawing tools, various symbols and graphic templates, barcodes, charts, as well as
clipart objects. User interface and importing/exporting options The GUI may look a bit overwhelming at a first glance as the
program embeds a comprehensive suite of drawing tools and editing features. If the layout looks two crowded, you may opt for
hiding several elements from the view. Data can be imported from SVG file format, and you may print the generated drawing or
export it to PDF, SVG, BMP, JPEG, GIF, PNG, or EMF file format. Editing features Basic editing options enable you to undo
or redo your actions, cut, copy, paste or delete the selected object, copy or paste the image to or from the clipboard, lock or
unlock several components, as well as group several items. Handy tools can be used for arranging an object in the drawing, as
you may flip it, rotate it to different angles, as well as bring layers to the front or send them to the back. Image enhancement
tools VDraw allows you to import photos (e.g. JPEG, BMP, WMF, EMF) in order to alter them. You may add frames and
borders, adjust the contrast, color balance and saturation, resize and crop the pictures, lighten or darken the images, as well as
apply special effects (e.g. emboss, blur, edge, gray scale), add noise and remove red eyes. Text, tables, charts, calendars and
other smart tools The application lets you add custom text notes (which can be modified in terms of font, size and alignment),
activate the spell checking feature for detecting possible errors, insert tables with user-defined number of rows and columns,
and merge or split cells. Last but not least, you may create one or two-dimensional barcodes, generate a GIF animation, keep
track of all your layers with a dedicated manager, create a business presentation using flow and organizational charts, share
points and marketing charts, as well as generate calendars. An overall efficient vector drawing app and editor All in all, VDraw
integrates an impressive suite of editing features for helping you create personalized newsletters, flyers, posters, maps,
calendars, and pretty much every type of presentation that may include tables, charts and custom text.EPIC-Soft貧 09e8f5149f
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It comes with 13 drawing tools for creating a variety of drawings (e.g. lines, arcs, rectangles, circles, ellipses, triangles, squares,
a perfect shape, a star, a fountain, a plus or a minus sign, arrows, polygons), 4 vector drawing tools for customizing your own
icons and symbols, 5 framing tools for adding borders and frames, 2 shape tools for creating 3D objects, 7 text tools for adding
customized text notes, 17 special effects for applying different 3D effects, 13 color wheels, 34 selection tools for manipulating
objects (e.g. copy, paste, delete, rotate, flip, align, mirror, resize), 34 drawing tools for creating effects (e.g. stroke style,
blending mode, alpha channel), 30 paper style tools, 16 drawing tools for drawing custom charts, and 16 drawing tools for
designing a variety of charts (e.g. sunburst, data table, timeline, topology, and position). The software comes with 16 clip art
object for adding commercial objects (e.g. business cards, icons, logos, barcodes, and other graphics, which will be inserted into
the final project), and a set of 36 drawing objects for drawing and editing custom symbols, which may be reused and edited
within the same document. There are also 10 text layers to color and personalize the text within the drawing, as well as 2 text
boxes for inserting your own text notes. The application allows you to print the document, export it to PDF file format, or save
it as a picture in a variety of formats (e.g. JPEG, BMP, GIF, PNG, EMF). How to use: VDraw works with the standard
Windows operating system. It may support all Windows versions from 10 through Windows 8. Steps to install VDraw: 1. Go to
the Download Center and choose your operating system 2. Click on the Get now button 3. The installer will open, and click on
Next to start the installation (The download might be in the main page or in the left column of the software) 4. The installation
will begin 5. When the setup is finished, click Finish to close the installer and launch the software 6. If you are asked to restart,
click Yes to restart your computer 7. Launch the software and sign in with your Microsoft account to create a new project 8

What's New In VDraw?

* If you want to create professional-looking business presentations, invitations, * give your maps an appealing look, add
professional vector shapes, * customize your charts, make attractive charts from scratch, then you will certainly enjoy VDraw. *
The integrated vector image editor enables you to draw all these professional items without any hassle. * You may create many
unique items and export them into any format you wish to. * You can draw any picture in any style from 3D to flat. * The file
format support includes PDF, SVG, and JPG. * All the items are easy to resize and are also editable in terms of font, size, and
rotation. * The program supports all Windows computers and serves as a cross-platform vector graphics editor for all your
needs. * You may create personalized image files quickly. It allows you to select one of the provided templates and then
customize them. * It is highly recommended to create professional image files using the integrated vector editor. * The graph
editor provides a handy solution for drawing flow charts, organizational charts, and so on. Features: >> Quickly and easily create
professional image files >> Drag and drop files and folders >> Add text, tables, charts, animation gif files, calendars >> Easily
design professional graphics >> Export to multiple formats, including PDF, EPS, JPG, PNG, GIF >> Draw any picture with in
any style from 3D to flat >> Adjust multiple graphic properties: font, size, angle, color, shadows, rotation >> Add text notes,
edit text notes >> Add 2-D barcodes, add multiple labels >> Create amazing charts in seconds >> ActiveX Control, DLL, NSIS,
Java, ActiveX, ai >> Save the project in the desired location >> Free Software VDraw By BuyDVD Multi-purpose software
2017-05-10 VDraw is a graphic editor designed specifically for helping you create brochures, product covers, business
presentations and other similar projects using a set of vector drawing tools, various symbols and graphic templates, barcodes,
charts, as well as clipart objects. User interface and importing/exporting options The GUI may look a bit overwhelming at a first
glance as the program embeds a comprehensive suite of drawing tools and editing features. If the layout looks two crowded, you
may opt for hiding several elements from the view. Data can be imported
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System Requirements For VDraw:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows 7 64-bit Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.5 GHz or equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GT or AMD HD 6750 DirectX: Version 9.0c Storage: 50 GB available space Additional Notes:
Minimum resolution 1280 x 720 Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5 or equivalent Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or AMD
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